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FIRE

MESSAGE FROM THE CHIEF
Fire Chief Duane Nelson

Yellow fever, the polio epidemic, and the Spanish flu - what once was skimmed over in history class, and
occasionally drudgingly practiced during emergency mock scenarios, suddenly became our reality.
Reflecting on 2020, I'm faced with the challenge of knowing where to begin and how to summarize all of the
events that unfolded over the last year. Some aspects are a blur, while others will never be forgotten. Just as
past pandemics molded society, such as the 1793 yellow fever that resulted in the government shouldering
the responsibility of the health of its citizens, and the 1918 influenza which lead to new concepts in
preventative and socialized medicine, there is no doubt that COVID-19 has reshaped the 21st century.
The COVID-19 global pandemic placed a tremendous amount of pressure on an already strained public safety
system. The anticipated increase in regular calls for service was met with a dramatic, sudden, and
unexpected shift in not only our professional lives, but also our personal lives. Some of us became very sick,
while others didn't have so much as a sniffle. We were saddened when the virus took the life of family,
friends, acquaintances, fellow brothers and sisters in the fire service, and retired IFFD firefighters and
spouses, but thankful for the lives that it did not claim. Many were caring for immediate and extended family
members while navigating through the increased demands of the job. Understandably, there was concern,
divisiveness, frustration, confusion, anger, and exhaustion, but at the end of each day we banded together
with tenacity and purpose. Together, we navigated through increased calls, unfamiliar territory, caring for
loved ones, and taking on lead command structure roles within public health, the city, and the state. While
many fire service agencies made the difficult decision not to assist with wildfires due to the impacts of the
virus, we answered the call for help and did so on several occasions while still caring for those here at home.
Wherever needed, we stepped up, filled the void, and took care of what needed to be done. From the initial
pandemic response, to the day-to-day battle, the vaccine clinic, and beyond, we were there. I commend all of
you for a job well done.
As I write this, calls keep rolling in, trucks keep rolling out, budget numbers are being crunched, the world
continues to navigate through the pandemic, and this department moves forward with plans for the future.
According to the US Census, Idaho is the 2nd fastest growing state in the nation. We are all feeling the
impacts of that growth. Our municipality needs to keep up with that growth so that we can continue to
provide the highest level of service. A few years ago, our department began investing money in the City's
Municipal Equipment Replacement Fund (MERF) so that we could plan and purchase replacement equipment
for aging apparatus. Because of proper planning, we now have a new engine and a new ladder truck. It is
with the same foresight, planning, and budgeting that we will get through the rapid commercial and
residential growth we are now experiencing.
Mental and physical health of our personnel, and breaking down stigmas associated with seeking help,
remain a top priority for this department. I am encouraged by, and thankful for personnel who are now
seeking help while continuing to lean on each other and taking the initiative to strengthen relationships
within the department and our fire families. To the newest members of our team - you have some big shoes
to fill, but you were hired because we saw the same strength, character, and tenacity in all of you. Lean on
and learn from your brothers and sisters in the fire service knowing that eventually your leadership will be
called upon to take this department into the future. To the more senior staff, words cannot express my
gratitude. I am proud to be your chief. I extend a thank you to Mayor Rebecca Casper, City Council, city
departments, and our community for your support and encouragement through a very challenging year.
When faced with an unprecedented global pandemic, we united, took the lead, and persevered.
Providing professional life-saving services.
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About

FIRE
MISSION | PHILOSPHY | BUDGET
MISSION
The Idaho Falls Fire Department is committed to providing professional life-saving services,
ensuring the safety and security of our community.
PHILOSOPHY
Our philosophy is one that believes in superior selfless service, placing them before us to
ensure a safe and secure community. We subscribe to the mantra: I am not here for me, I am
here for we, and we are here for them.
As public servants, our mission is to save lives and property, and we do that by being
intelligently aggressive and tactically proficient. We believe in the values of loyalty, duty, hard
work, respect, service, honesty, integrity, and trust.
We believe in being fully involved participants in our future by doing our job, treating people
right, having an all-in attitude, and giving an all-out effort. By doing this we recognize that
excellence is our individual responsibility. We take ownership of ourselves and our organization
as we commit to a culture of continual improvement.
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Organization

FIRE
ORGANIZATIONAL CHART | PROMOTIONS | RETIREMENTS
2020 PROMOTIONS

Mayor &
City Council

Fire Chief
Public
Information
Officer

Jon Perry

Jan 5

Deputy Chief

Paul Radford

Mar 1

Training Chief

Chet Pugmire

Mar 15

Battalion Chief

Rob Hall

July 19 Battalion Chief

Sean Allen

Jan 19

Captain

Mark Gebs

Feb 2

Driver

Chase Mills

Oct 25

Driver

Jared Gyllenskog Nov 8

Driver

Shad Roundy

Driver

Operations
Deputy
Chief

Admin
Deputy
Chief

Fire
Marshal

Admin
Assistants

Logistics
Captain

Fire
Prevention &
Investigation

EMS
Division
Chief

Battalion
Chief
A Shift

2020 RETIREMENTS
DC Dave Coffey

Jan 4

25 years

Driver Tony Martin

Jan 17

25 years

Firefighters
A Shift

Captains
B Shift

Captains
C Shift

Drivers
B Shift

Drivers
C Shift

Firefighters
B Shift

Firefighters
C Shift
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k096$

28 years

Battalion
Chief
C Shift

m2,1$

Logistics Alyn Criddle

Drivers
A Shift

Battalion
Chief
B Shift

k523$

28 years

Captains
A Shift

Training
Division
Chief

m9,1$

Driver Todd Longhurst Nov 30
Dec 30

Dec 6

History

FIRE
HISTORY

The Idaho Falls Fire Department began in the early days when the city was known as
Eagle Rock. Early in 1885, Eagle Rock experienced a fire that wiped out nearly all of the
frame shacks along Eagle Rock Street. On a Sunday night in 1885, twenty men gathered
in the Brewery Saloon where they appointed volunteers to serve on the first fire
department: Ed F. Winn, Chief; William A. Wheller, Assistant Chief; W.B. Green, Secretary;
and Jon Glen, Treasurer.
Each volunteer paid a $1 fee, and a vote was cast to buy a hose cart. To raise money for
the cart, a dance was held at Glen Wheeler’s house on New Year’s night, ending with a
midnight supper at Dick Chamberlain’s saloon. A hose cart and 300 feet of hose were
purchased with the $150 raised that evening. The railroad company agreed to install
three fire hydrants to assist the newly created department. Over the next few years,
volunteers in brightly colored uniforms and the man-drawn equipment were the extent of
the department. It was not until 1907 that the man-drawn cart was replaced by a horsedrawn wagon. At this time, Julius Marker, who later became fire chief, was appointed as
the first driver of the horse-drawn wagon. He was also the first firefighter to receive pay.
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History

FIRE
HISTORY

Thanks to more than two years of strong will and determination by the department,
motorized firefighting equipment replaced the horse-drawn apparatus in 1916. In 1919, the
department purchased a second motorized fire engine and increased the number of paid
personnel to six, plus the chief. The early fire department was housed in several different
locations throughout the city before moving to the city building on Shoup Avenue in
1930. This station and fire department headquarters served the department and the
community until 2017 when headquarters moved to a newly constructed station located
at 343 “E” Street.
On December 7, 2020, we ceremoniously pushed in the newest fire engine at station 4
(Woodruff Avenue and Sunnyside Road). Fire Chief Duane Nelson and Deputy Chief Jon
Perry joined personnel as they washed, pushed in and placed engine 4 into service.
Driver Levi McAffee was behind the wheel.
The push-in ceremony is a tradition in the fire service. Back in the day, horse-drawn
engines had to be pushed into the station. When water was transferred from an old
horse-drawn engine to the new one, some of the water would splash onto the new one
and have to be dried off. A fire engine is a source of pride for our department and the
community.
In 1916, the department purchased the first motorized fire apparatus, which was red. In
1963, we were in need of new aerial capabilities and purchased the Crown Snorkel which
was a demo truck that was already painted yellow. After 57 years of having yellow as the
primary color for the department's fire apparatus, this engine marks our return back to
the traditional red.

Providing professional life-saving services.
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Stations

FIRE
FIRE STATIONS

FIRE STATIONS
Station 1 Headquarters
343 E Street

*Station 2

3475 Leihm Lane

Station 3

2125 Federal Way

Station 4

3180 S Woodruff Avenue

Station 5

1755 S Bellin Road

*Station 6

525 8th Street (storage only)

*Station 2 is owned by Bonneville County Fire Prevention District #1, but is staffed by IFFD personnel. Station
6 is no longer operational and is used for supply and equipment storage. IFFD also has one ambulance crew
stationed in Swan Valley to provide EMS services to the eastern portion of Bonneville County.
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Operations

FIRE
OPERATIONS

PERSONNEL

Bonneville County Fire
District, Ambulance,
Sheriff's Office

All IFFD first responders
are cross-trained as
firefighters AND EMTs
or paramedics.
There are
trained as
paramedics.

1
2
3
3
4

.........

Central Fire District
.........

Shelley Rural Fire
District

54
1

FIRE CHIEF
DEPUTY CHIEFS

PUBLIC INFO.
OFFICER

3

DIVISION CHIEFS

BATTALION CHIEFS
FIRE PREVENTION
/INSPECTION OFFICERS

ADMIN.
ASSISTANTS

EMERGENCY RESPONSE
VEHICLES
13 AMBULANCES
11 STAFF VEHICLES
10 PUMPERS
WATER TENDERS
BRUSH TRUCKS
AIRCRAFT RESCUE FIRE
HEMTT

.........

Jefferson & Bingham
Blackfoot & Caribou County Ambulance
Service
County

1

.........

City of Ammon
.........

Department of
Lands/BLM/Forest
Service

.........

ISU Paramedic
Program
.........

District 7 EMS
.........

Eastern Idaho Regional
Medical Center
Upper Snake Inter.........
agency Wildfire Group
Idaho Falls Community
Hospital
.........

Captains, Drivers, Firefighters/
EMTs & paramedics

RESCUE TRUCK

Department of Energy
- Idaho Operations

.........

114 OPERATON PERSONNEL

4
4
3
1
3

MUTAL AID AGREEMENTS

1 MASS CASUALTY

DECONTAMINATION
TRAILER

REGIONAL HAZMAT
RESPONSE VEHICLE

SPECIALTY TEAMS
HAZMAT RESPONSE

TACTICAL MEDIC

SWIFT WATER RESCUE

FIRE INVESTIGATION

WILDLAND FIREFIGHTING BICYCLE RESPONSE
PEER FITNESS

TRUST TEAM

ALL-HAZARD INCIDENT RESPONSE
IDAHO TECHNICAL SEARCH & RESCUE
AIRPORT RESPONSE FIREFIGHTING (ARFF)
SELF-CONTAINED BREATHING APPARATUS (SCBA)

1 100' LADDER TRUCK
(Quint)

Providing professional life-saving services.
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Operations

FIRE
OPERATIONS

IFFD responds to fires and other all-hazard calls for the City of Idaho Falls and Bonneville County
Fire Protection District #1, serving a population of approximately 117,000 and 290 square miles. Our
EMS Division responds to a larger area that includes the City of Idaho Falls, Bonneville County, and
portions of Jefferson and Bingham Counties, serving a population of approximately 155,000 and
3,500 square miles.

TOTAL ALL-HAZARD CALLS

2020: 15,137

12,310 EMS, 2,827 fire/other

2019:

TOTAL EMS CALLS

2020: 12,310

14,282

2019:

10,996

13,475

2018:

10,521

10,996 EMS, 3,286 fire/other

2018:

10,521 EMS, 2,954 fire/other

ALL-HAZARD CALLS BY TYPE
Rescue & EMS:
Good intent:
False alarm/system malfunction:
Fire:
Hazardous conditions (no fire):
Service:
Severe weather & natural disaster:
Special incident type:
Overpressure, explosion, overheat:
___8

2020

2019

2018

12,310
1,619
554
252
269
85
1
4
9

11,018
2,275
451
220
221
90
2
4
6

10,521
1,832
539
234
221
87
2
10
3

Providing professional life-saving services.

Providing professional life-saving services.
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Fire Prevention

FIRE
FIRE PREVENTION DIVISION

INVESTIGATIONS

OTHER

Accidental

161

Fire Code Construction Permits 107

Undertermined

75

Site Plan Reviews

44

Incendiary

8

10

Natural

0

Planned Unit Development
Review (PUD)
Plat Reviews

46

Conditional Use Permit
Review (CUP)

7

Public Works Project Review

29

Commercial Building Permit
Review

113

TOTAL PROJECTS REVIEWED

356

INSPECTIONS
Engine Company 201
Life Safety

102

Requested

44

Daycare

33

New Construction 410
42
Permits

TOTAL REVIEWED PERFORMED 380

Complaints

2

Construction

11

Life Safety License Renewed

45

Knox Box

27

Life Safety Licenses Issued

41

Certified Family Home Letters

35

Public Information Requests

107
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2020 Highlights

FIRE
2020 HIGHLIGHTS

WILDLAND FIREFIGHTING
July - October 2020
49 personnel
7 western states
10 fires: Richfield, Winnemucca,
Pumpkin, Red Salmon Complex,
Slink, Echo Mountain Complex,
Williams, Badger

OTHER
B-shift set several records in July,
including responding to the most
house fires in a 6-hour period, the
most patients transported safely
to EIRMC's Burn Unit, and the
busiest 5th of July on record.
Chief Officers completed
Arbinger Institute Leadership
classes.

Providing professional life-saving services.

EQUIPMENT & TECHNOLOGY UPGRADES
Replaced two ambulances: Stations 1 & 4
Replaced vehicle exhaust system at
station 3
County EOC grant replaced all mobile
data terminals in all apparatus
Replacement of engine, in service Nov.
2020 at Station 4
New transport ventilators that provided
enhanced respiratory care and filtration
systems, purchased with COVID CARES
funding
11___
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C19 Response

FIRE
COVID-19 RESPONSE
City and department leadership began closely monitoring the national and local
coronavirus (COVID19) response efforts beginning in January 2020, at which time IFFD
started formulating various trigger points that dictated decision-making and the steps
needed to respond to the global pandemic. The ultimate goal was to keep first
responders healthy so they could care for our community. Equally important was taking
every precaution necessary to reduce the risk of spreading the virus to our patients, atrisk populations, and our families.
Bonneville County Unified Command was activated on March 16, 2020 to assist with the
response efforts. Unified Command consisted of representatives from Eastern Idaho
Public Health, Bonneville County, City of Idaho Falls, and City of Ammon. The IFFD
Command Staff served in the command capacity for IFFD and the City of Idaho Falls, as
well as in the Unified Command structure to assist others in the eight-county public
health district. Typically, in an incident such as a wildfire that is isolated to a particular
area we have the advantage of requesting additional resources through Mutual Aid
Agreements and Emergency Management Assistance Compact. However, this incident
was extremely unique. Resource sharing was challenging as people and equipment were
needed in every jurisdiction.
The IFFD Command Staff implemented additional personal protection protocols for first
responders to help prevent exposure and the spread of the virus while responding to
emergency calls. Additionally, new temporary policies were implemented to prevent the
unnecessary exposure of our firefighters and critical staff to the virus.

CHALLENGES & OPPORTUNITIES
Developed IFFD Pandemic Response Plan
Hands-on training impacted by physical distancing requirements. Moved to on-line learning
environment when possible.
Station tours and other public relation activities were cancelled. PIO time typically allocated
to event planning and PR shifted to pandemic response efforts and other departmental, city,
and state response needs.
Stronger relationships formed through EIPH Area Command.
CARES funding - Replacement of antiquated radios and other equipment.
Sam's Club $10,000 grant for portable disinfecting equipment.
EMS decontamination trailer assisted with needs from other agencies.
A few years ago, IFFD purchased a LUCAS (automatic CPR) device through a grant. The
device proved beneficial during the pandemic, as fewer providers to perform CPR, keeping
them at safer distances from infected patients.
Providing professional life-saving services.
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Public Information

FIRE
PUBLIC INFORMATION
PULSEPOINT
The PulsePoint app
can be downloaded by
citizens who are
trained in CPR to alert
the user when
someone is
experiencing a heart
attack and guide them
to the nearest
defibrillator.

2,812 followers
3,310 incidents
appearing in the App
1,458 followers with
CPR alerts enabled
Instructions for
downloading the App
are on the Idaho Falls
Fire Dept. website

MONTHLY SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGNS

PRINT

TELEVISION
3,849 people like
4,394 people follow
367 Followers
Providing professional life-saving services.

NEW this year! IFFD is on
Neighbors by Ring app. Connect
with your neighbors and stay upto-date with what’s going on in
your neighborhood.

529 subscribers,
IFFD Press Releases
via City website
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Community Relations

FIRE
COMMUNITY RELATIONS

The 2019 Baggin' & Braggin' Cornhole Tournament, sponsored by Buffalo Wild Wings and McKenzie River Pizza
resulted in enough funds to purchase 20 AED's that were placed in IFPD patrol vehicles. BWW General Manager
Martie Jaramillo lead the fundraising event after her father passed away from a heart condition.

We were very fortunate to have such amazing community support during the COVID19 pandemic. There were
gift basket, meal, and treats deliveries to our station doorsteps; cases of energy drinks; and even a drive-by
song and dance performance. Thank you! Support Idaho Gems - Law enforcement, fire, and EMS showed
their support for local businesses during the COVID19 pandemic in the parking lot of Petco/Michael's.
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Community Relations

FIRE
COMMUNITY RELATIONS

In October 2020, we donated one of our older and gently used ambulances to Clark County
Ambulance. Clark County has the smallest population in the state of Idaho, but cover nearly 1800
square miles. Their fire, EMS, and Search & Rescue are volunteer services. The ambulance is not a
taxing district and operates on funds allocated out of the county budget and a small amount of
revenue. Several members of IFFD also have provided their department with EMT and EMR classes.

Providing professional life-saving services.
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Press Releases

FIRE
PRESS RELEASES
White substance identified follow hazmat incident at EIRMC
We appreciate the community’s patience as we worked through the HazMat incident that occurred at
Eastern Idaho Regional Medical Center last night.
The Idaho Falls Fire Department and Regional HazMat Team tested the substance while on scene at EIRMC
last night. Preliminary tests indicated that the substance was Fentanyl, a strong synthetic opioid.
Following additional monitoring and testing, it was determined that no individuals involved with the incident
were harmed. As per protocol, the team contained the substance and sent it to a lab for additional testing
and verification. Those results are still pending.
UPDATE (Jan. 10, 2020, 12:44 a.m.): The Idaho Falls Fire Department has cleared the scene Eastern Idaho
Regional Medical Center's Emergency Room. Testing conducted on the scene revealed that the white
substance did not pose a risk to staff or others who may have come in contact with it, according to a news
release from EIRMC. ER operations were maintained Thursday evening while Hazmat crews were on scene.
ORIGINAL PRESS RELEASE (Jan. 9, 2020, 10:08 p.m.):
On Thursday evening, a patient entered EIRMC’s ER carrying a container of an unknown white substance,
stating that he had ingested it. ER staff isolated the patient and notified on-site law enforcement, who
secured the area as a precautionary measure.
Idaho Falls Fire Department and the Hazmat Team were dispatched and assumed command of the situation.
Relevant state agencies were notified and consulted. Initial air monitoring conducted by the Hazmat team
indicated no chemicals in the room. There is no one showing signs or symptoms of chemical exposure. The
Hazmat team is currently conducting precautionary testing of the substance.
EIRMC’s ER remains fully staffed and open. We do not believe there is a threat of exposure to other
individuals who did not have direct contact. There is no threat of exposure in areas where patients are
currently being treated.
Out of an abundance of caution, EIRMC staff who had direct physical contact with the patient have also been
temporarily sequestered until more information is obtained. To allow Hazmat responders to operate, patients
have been directed to enter the ER through the west side of the building, instead of the main entrance.
There is no additional information at this time.
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Press Releases

FIRE
PRESS RELEASES
Four taken to the hospital following house fire on Terry Drive

At 5:40 a.m. on July 5, the Idaho Falls Fire Department and Idaho Falls Police Department were dispatched
to a structure fire located on the 1000 block of Terry Drive in Idaho Falls. The call came into dispatch from
one of the neighbors who stated that the garage door was on fire and that they were knocking on the door
but nobody was answering.
Three IFPD officers arrived on scene at approximately 5:43 a.m. and reported that the two-story brick home
was fully engulfed in flames. Two police officers kicked in the front door. One of those officers and the third
officer assisted one adult male and one adult female out of the fire. The other officer went around to the side
of the home, jumped a fence, and ran to the second story window where he noted that the two individuals
had broken the window in an attempt to escape. The officer assisted one adult female and one adult male
out of the window. Additional police officers arrived, all of whom provided aid to all four individuals until
EMS arrived. Two of the police offers were evaluated at Eastern Idaho Regional Medical Center for smoke
inhalation and minor injuries. They were both treated and released.
Initially, two engines, two ambulances, the ladder truck and a battalion chief were dispatched. The fire was
quickly upgraded to a 3-alarm fire and two more engines and three more ambulances were dispatched.
Idaho Falls Power and Intermountain Gas were also dispatched to provide assistance with utilities.
The fire had extended from the garage, into the main floor, upstairs into the bedrooms, and into the attic,
eaves and roof. Firefighters made an aggressive attack on the fire from the garage and the front of the home
while others searched the home for additional occupants. There were no other occupants inside the home;
however, they did find a dog in a bedroom that was killed in the fire. All four occupants of the home were
transported by ambulance to EIRMC in critical condition. The cause of the fire and estimated damages are
unknown at this time. IFFD’s Fire Prevention and Investigation team is investigating the cause of the fire.
Safety Reminder:
Over the holiday weekend, the Idaho Falls Fire Department responded to at least five dumpster fires that
resulted from improper disposal of spent fireworks. While the 4th of July holiday is over, we would still like to
remind community members about the proper way to dispose of fireworks while the topic is still fresh on
their minds. Place used fireworks in a metal garbage can full of water and then place the garbage can away
from structures, brush, or flammable items. As there is a possibility that fireworks could reignite, even when
people think the fireworks are out, we encourage people to let the used fireworks soak in water overnight.
Do not place used fireworks next to unused fireworks.
Unfortunately we also responded to several house fires over the
past week and would like to take the opportunity to provide home
safety reminders as well:
• Always sleep with bedroom doors closed. By keeping doors
closed, the oxygen supply is cut off and helps to contain the fire.
• If there is a fire outside of your bedroom door, do not open the
door. Keep the door closed prior to opening a window to escape.
• If you cannot escape from the window, keep away from the door
and low to the ground. Situate yourself up against a wall. When
firefighters go into a home full of smoke and fire, they use the wall
to orient themselves in a room and will find you much easier.
Providing professional life-saving services.
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Press Releases

FIRE
PRESS RELEASES
Two in critical condition following early morning fire on Melrose Drive
At 1:24 a.m. on August 2, 2020, the Idaho Falls Fire Department and Idaho Falls Police Department
were dispatched to the 700 block of Melrose Drive for a structure fire. Neighbors reported flames
coming out of the garage and the back of the home. They told dispatch they could hear the
windows breaking and that they were knocking on the front door but the door was locked and the
individuals inside where not answering.
At approximately 1:27 a.m., four officers from the Idaho Falls Police Department and one trooper
from the Idaho State Police arrived on scene. The officers kicked down the front door to the living
room where they encountered thick smoke and found two individuals unconscious in the living
room. The smoke detectors were going off inside the home. The officers removed one elderly
female and one elderly male from the home and provided aid until medical personnel from IFFD
arrived. Both were transported by ambulance to Eastern Idaho Regional Medical Center in critical
condition. The officers and trooper also went to EIRMC where they were evaluated for smoke
inhalation but had no other injuries. There were no injuries to firefighters.
Intermountain Gas and Idaho Falls Power were dispatched to assist with utilities. IFFD responded
with one ladder truck, two engines, three ambulances, one battalion chief and one fire
investigator. At approximately 1:41 a.m., engine 4 advised that they had good knock down on the
fire and began ventilating. There was heavy fire damage to the back living room and kitchen, and
heavy smoke damage throughout. The cause of the fire is under investigation.
There have been eight victims pulled from three separate house fires over the last month in Idaho
Falls, all of which were transported to EIRMC in critical condition. IFFD urges community members
to check their smoke detectors, make sure they have two exists out of every room, practice
escape plans with family members, and to take every preventative measure possible to ensure
their homes are safe from fire. Click HERE for more fire prevention information.
“Our thoughts are with both individuals and their families during this time,” states Kerry Hammon,
IFFD Public Information Officer.
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Press Releases

FIRE
PRESS RELEASES

Mobile home fire on E Iona Road
At approximately 1:24 p.m. on December 6, 2020, Bonneville County Sheriff’s Deputies and the
Idaho Falls Fire Department were dispatched to a mobile home park in the 2300 E. block of Iona
Rd. for a structure fire. Three engines, three ambulances, a ladder truck, water tender and
battalion chief responded.
An off-duty IFFD Captain who was nearby received a Pulse Point App public safety alert and
responded. As he arrived, the home was full of smoke and flames were showing through the
windows, preventing safe entry into the home. The Captain quickly began evacuating occupants
from surrounding homes until emergency personnel arrived.
Deputies closed E. Iona Road between N Yellowstone Hwy and N 25th E (Hitt Road) while
firefighters contained and put the fire out. Area utilities were briefly shut down by Intermountain
Gas and Rocky Mountain Power until the scene was made safe.
At approximately 1:43 p.m. the fire was extinguished and firefighters located one adult male,
believed to be 61-year-old Jarius H. Hansen, deceased inside the home. There were no other
occupants and no other injuries to civilians, law enforcement or firefighters. The fire was quickly
contained to one mobile home space and no other structures were damaged. The mobile home
and contents were a complete loss.
The cause of the fire and the cause of death are under investigation by Bonneville County Sheriff’s
Office and IFFD’s Fire Prevention/Investigations Division and no further information is available at
this time. In addition, Sheriff’s Detectives are looking to contact individuals who witnessed the fire
or stopped to assist prior to emergency personnel arrival. Those individuals are asked to contact
Det. K. Sibbett via dispatch at (208) 529-1200.

Providing professional life-saving services.
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343 E Street
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
Phone
(208) 612-8495
Website
idahofallsidaho.gov/1229/Fire-Department

